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Foreword

In response to the devastating 2010 floods that caused severe hardship, loss of livelihoods and massive
displacement to a large segment of population, PILER undertook several initiatives to extend support to
the flood affected population. Besides immediate and medium term measures, i.e. the provision of
clean drinking water, food supply, healthcare facility, temporary education to children, the initiatives
included an assessment of the status of life and livelihoods and the related issues  faced by the internally
displaced persons prior to floods. The objective was to mobilize broader civil society and undertake
policy advocacy for rehabilitation and reconstruction based on the principles of equity and citizenship
rights and entitlements. This report is based on the assessment conducted through a survey of 3000
IDPs and 11 focus group discussions with 200 IDPs.

PILER gratefully acknowledges the generous and timely financial support of Terre des Hommes (TdH),
Germany and Inter-Church Organization for Development Cooperation and Kirk in Actie (ICCO & Kirk in
Actie), the Netherlands in undertaking all the initiatives under the Flood Relief Response Project Phase I
(September 2010 – February 2011).

Zulfiqar Shah
Joint Director,

PILER
February 2011



1. Introduction and Objectives

Pakistan’s devastating floods caused by extraordinary rainfall in July-Sept 2010 affected over 20 million
people, causing 1,985 deaths and injuries to 2,946 people.1 The floods wreaked havoc, washed away
crops and rural settlements, flooded towns and urban centres, damaged roads, bridges and irrigation
canals, schools, hospitals and all social and physical infrastructures. As of November 2010, the Asian
Development Bank and the World Bank estimated that infrastructure losses amounted to $9.7 billion.2

One-fifth of Pakistan’s land came under water, inundating 100,000 square kilometers in 78 districts,
damaging 1.8 million houses, destroying 8.9 million acres of rice, wheat, maize and sugar crops, killing
1.2 million livestock and 6 million poultry.3

The disaster led to unprecedented displacement of 1,550,000 people from flooded areas to dry places,
mostly nearer homes and to urban centres in the home districts. A large number of people from the
affected districts in Sindh, took refuge in the cities of Karachi and Hyderabad. The families who had
resources, assets and support systems in dry districts cities stayed with their relatives and friends. The
majority of the IDPs who lost their abodes, meagre assets and means of livelihoods had to take refuge in
shelters and makeshift camps put up by the provincial governments, NGOs and international
humanitarian agencies. The displaced persons in the camps overwhelmingly belonged to the lowest
stratum of society. Rural and marginalized, poorest of the poor, a significant number of the IDPs have
been agricultural workers--tenants, share-croppers and manual labour.

By September 2010, the City District Government Karachi was hosting over 70,000 flood-affected IDPs in
its 47 relief camps in different towns of the city.4 In the Sindh province, 4,788 relief camps were set up
in government buildings and tents pitched in open fields5. In view of the scale of devastation of
livelihoods and hardships caused to a large number of rural workers’ families, PILER--as a labour
resource centre engaged in labour rights education, advocacy and research—got engaged in the
provision of service delivery (safe drinking water, food, health, education) at different camps and
advocated for efficient and coordinated aid delivery system for relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction.

In collaboration with three partner grass-roots organizations--Upgrade Minorities for Integrated
Development (UMID), Surhan Welfare Society, and Sindh Rural Partners Organization, Mirpurkhas
(SRSO), PILER contributed to the relief work in four camps-- Labour Square, Gulshan-e-Maymaar,
Karachi, (population 10,000), Northern By-Pass, Karachi (3,500) Sabzi Mandi, Hyderabad (18,000), and
Thatta camps cluster (20,000).

In addition to relief work, PILER undertook a profiling and livelihood needs assessment survey to gauge
socio-economic indicators and the livelihood status of the IDPs prior to the floods and get an idea of
their future plans and aspirations. The objectives were to share the findings with relevant stakeholders
(i.e. state, civil society, resource institutes) for possible linkages that would facilitate the IDPs in the
reconstruction and rehabilitation phase and provide a basis to the PILER advocacy inputs towards a

1 NDMA website as on 16 Jan, 2011
2 Pakistan Floods 2010: Preliminary Damage and Needs Assessment, ADB, Work Bank and GoP Report
3 NDMA update.
4 www.cdgk
5 Statistical analysis of camp profiling monitoring survey in Sindh province, UNHCR document, 31 Oct 2010

www.cdgk


rehabilitation plan that commits to upgrading the living and work conditions of the IDPs and facilitate
their access to fundamental rights and citizenship based entitlements.

The profiling of the IDPs indicates a life of deprivation, denial of opportunities for dignified livelihood
and violation of fundamental human rights as enshrined in the constitution of the country.  It was not
the flood that devastated the people: they were already living a life at the fringes of society, excluded
from the mainstream, suppressed by the local elite and abandoned by the policy makers. The floods
proved the last straw and pushed them off the precipice, depriving them of the meagre assets they had.
The discussions with the IDPs revealed a rural society deeply mired in relational issues and
concentration of power in the hands of few. It emerged that rebuilding decent lives and livelihoods of
the flood affected population needs more than aid packages and projects: it would require a new social
contract of the state with the people and a massive overhaul of government priorities and policies.

2. Methodology and Constraints
A survey of 3,000 IDPs through structured questionnaire and 11 focus group discussions (8 all male/2 all
females/I mix) in various camps were the main tools of information gathering. Study of literature—
official reports on floods, relief and rehabilitation generated by humanitarian agencies and the NDMA,
and media clippings—provided the contextual information and analysis.

The survey was carried out at four relief camps, two in Karachi, and one each in Hyderabad and Thatta
cluster. The camp-wise breakup of the respondents is given in the table below:

Respondent IDPs and the Relief Camps
S.No Camps No
1 Labour Square Camp, Karachi 1,166
2 Northern By Pass Camp, Karachi 309
3 New Sabzi Mandi Camp Hyderabad 1,017
4 Makli, Mirpur Bathoro, Golarchi,

Jati & Sujawal Camps, Thatta
508

Total 3,000

Selection of the Camps

The selection of the camps for survey was done on the basis of:
i) PILER’s engagement with relief work in the camp;
ii) willingness/access of the PILER’s partner organizations to engage in service delivery at

the respective camp;
iii) presence of the most marginalized group (i.e. scheduled caste Hindu community).

1. Labour Square Camp, Gulshan-e-Maymar, Gadap Town, Karachi
The Labour Square, located right across the PILER’s office, is a housing complex built by the Ministry of
Labour, under the Workers’ Welfare Fund, comprising around 1000 small 2-roomed apartments to
accommodate workers’ families. Lying vacant since several years, the facility was used by the city
government to shelter 10,000 IDPs.  This camp was selected by PILER for intervention due to its
proximity to the PILER office. PILER engaged in relief work in collaboration with Surhan Welfare Society,
a PILER partner organization engaged in community development in Gadap Town.



A 15-member team of young volunteer-teachers of the camp primary school carried out the survey
facilitated by the Camp Action Committee members. The respondents included one member each from
the families residing in 32 flats of 32 three-storey blocks of apartments.

2) Northern Bypass Camp, Gadap Town, Karachi
This unofficial camp at an open site near the Northern Bypass Expressway, comprising some 400 tents,
hosting around 3,500 IDPs, was coordinated by the Karachi Social Forum, a group of volunteers-activists
involved in community development in Gadap Town. A 7-member team, comprising young teachers at
the camp, carried out the survey, selecting respondents from most of the tents.

3) New Sabzi Mandi Camp, Hyderabad.
Set up and coordinated by the Hyderabad City District government, the camp hosted around 20,000
IDPs in the vacant, newly constructed vegetable market. As the built sheds in the premises were not
enough to host all families, tents were pitched in as well. Two international agencies (WHO, UNICEF) and
four national NGOs provided various services. PILER partner, Sindh Rural Partners Organization took
(SRSO), took up the task of providing medical aid and children’s schooling through a team of social
workers. A 6-member team, supervised by SRSO coordinator, carried out the survey, selecting
respondents from among the patients who accessed the medical camp run by SRSO.

4) Thatta Camps Cluster
All nine talukas of Thatta district were affected and 100 camps were set up to shelter the displaced
persons. PILER partner organization UMID, Karachi, which is involved with community development of
minority groups, approached camps in Makli, Mirpur Bathoro, Golarchi, Jati and Sujawal where
scheduled caste Hindu, or dalits, had taken refuge. The survey was done by the 5-member team of
UMID office bearers-activists.

Constraints
The questionnaire was tested and revised and the survey undertaken during August-September in the
identified camps. These were the early months of dislocation of the respondents—a period
characterized by severe hardships, grief over loss suffered, anxiety for the future and the stress of day-
to-day coping with a shattered life. The investigators were all young, mostly females and intermediate
or graduate, volunteer-teachers, inducted by the PILER partner organizations and for many it was their
first structured interviews. The rapid assessment survey was done amidst the flurry of other activities
addressing the emergency needs of the IDPs.

Several questions, particularly related to the assessment of loss of assets, were remained unanswered
and the cells were left blank. The variables with significant number of blanks have been left out and only
those questions which were answered by 95 per cent of respondents have been taken in to account.
Over all, the information accessed through the questionnaire give a fair idea of the socio-economic
status of the respondents prior to disaster and provide some insights in to how they envisage future
rebuilding of their life and rehabilitation of their and livelihoods.

The focus group discussions, carried out by a team of two activists and two of the PILER staff member
shed light on to the regional, localized context of the Sindh province and provided insights in to the
socio-economic and political issues the IDPs have been facing in their home districts prior to flooding.
These discussions also helped framing of recommendations for structural reforms that can bring about a
meaningful change in the lives of the flood affected people and provide input to the on-going process of
the recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction efforts.



3. 2010 Floods: Attribution and the Affected
Though a natural disaster accentuated by global warming and climate change, the extensive flooding
and devastation caused by it were attributed to man-made factors: poor land-use resulting in heavy
encroachment (including human settlements and agriculture) in the floodplain, or katcha areas, weak
management of watershed and catchment areas, deforestation and poor regulation of existing
reservoirs for flood control, and the control of dykes by the rural elite. Construction of barrages and
flood protection embankments has reduced the floodplain, diverting the excessive flood water in to the
canals which overflowed and inundated the large swath of settled areas away from the floodplain.6

Sindh province, straddling the floodplains of the Indus River, bore the major brunt of the floods. Of the
total 3.6 million hectares of the country’s lost crops, almost one million (998,561) hectares were lost in
Sindh province7 and 880,000 housing units (or 55 per cent of the total affected housing stock)
completely or partially damaged.8 After six months, by late January 2011, vast area in the districts of
Jacobabad, Qambar-Shahdadkor and Dadu was still heavily inundated, and 128,000 IDPs, or 75 per cent
of total 170,000 flood-affected people, remained in camps in Sindh.9

The overwhelming majority of the flood affected people belonged to the settlements and villages
located at the floodplain or katcha areas. Historically, people have used the fertile alluvial land of the
500 km of the floodplain for seasonal, temporary and shifting cultivation of minor crops, fodder and
forestry, leaving the katcha area in case flooding occurs during and after monsoon season, and let the
river meander its natural course. Persistent poverty and population pressure since the last three
decades, however, brought about a change for the worse in the land-use of floodplains. Entire
settlements, comprising mud houses, sprang up in the floodplains, encouraged earlier by the absence of
any policy on floodplain and riverine area management, and later through flawed policies.

Recovery and settlement wing was created in the year 1992-1993 in the Board of Revenue Sindh for
disposal of katcha land to the landless haris through a prime minister directive. In January 1993, the
Land Utilization Department converted the policy of allotment on tenure basis into the permanent grant
amongst the landless. 10 However, it was the landlords, tribal chiefs and politically influential people
who benefitted from this move and acquired vast tract of fertile land using the poor as farm workers
who were already settled in the katcha area. The policy was again reviewed and notified in 1997 till a
ban was imposed on disposal of katcha land in 2004.

4. Rural Sindh Context: Pre-Floods Lives and Livelihoods
In the year 2008-09, only 35 per cent of the rural Sindh population had completed primary level
schooling and the net enrollment rate at the primary level was 47 per cent.11 Access to health was
similarly dismal and formal skill development mechanisms did not exist. The majority, 65.61 per cent, of
rural families in Sindh live in structures made of wood and bamboo, 34.66 per cent households live in

6 Arif Hasan, Floods and After, Dawn, 30 August 2010
7 Pakistan Floods: Agricultural Implications, August 2010, OCHA
8 Pakistan Floods 2010: Preliminary Damage and Needs Assessment, WB, ADB, GoP
9 Pakistan Humanitarian Bulletin, Issue 13, 12-20 Jan 2011, OCHA
10 Board of Revenue, Government of Sindh, http://www.borsindh.gov.pk/

11 Pakistan Social and Living Standards Measurement Survey 2008-09

http://www.borsindh.gov.pk/


one-room shelter; 82.14 per cent use wood and charcoal as fuel for cooking. Only 19 per cent have
access to tap water and barely 17 per cent have flush toilet facility.12

Skewed landholdings and power of the landlords
Though the share of agriculture in GDP is declining, agriculture has remained the largest sector in terms
of employment indicating massive neglect of policy-makers towards rural economy. Skewed
landholdings, increasing fragmentation of farms and lack of support in terms of policy, infrastructure,
inputs and investment characterize the sector. The situation is the worst in the province of Sindh where
46 per cent of the farms fall between 1 to 5 acres in area and 46 per cent farm have an area between 5
to 25 acres. For subsistence farming a minimum of 12.5 acres is required that make 92 per cent of the
landholdings in Sindh as below subsistence level.13

Large landholdings of 100 acres and above-- totaling to 1.47 million acres of land14-- are concentrated in
less than one percent of total number of the farms in Sindh province15, owned by few landlords who sit
in the parliament and resist land reforms. Half-hearted attempts (1959, 1972) at land reforms have
failed, and the landlords, or wadera, continue to hold immense power over peasants, policy makers and
the military.  Agricultural is not listed as an industry on the behest of the landlords who continue to
operate outside the national taxation system.

Tenancy and share-cropping
Working arrangements in agriculture range from wage work, tenant farming, share cropping to small-
farm cultivating. Due to high man-land ratio in agriculture and rising landlessness, unemployment and
underemployment has increased.  The households can no longer survive on the produce of small
landholdings alone and the members have turned to non-farm wage labour comprising menial and
unskilled work. According to an estimate, 100,000 workers are pushed out of agriculture annually.16 Due
to highly skewed landholdings, fragmentation of farms and increasing landlessness, tenancy is prevalent
in agrarian work arrangements.

Tenancy is highest in Sindh province where almost 50 per cent of the farmers are tenants. In
sharecropping arrangement, cultivable land is put at the disposal of landless farmers by the landlord
through a contract. The sharecropper provides inputs from his own pocket—fertilizers, seeds,
implements and the produce are divided between tenant and owner at 50: 50. According to analysts this
is an unfair arrangement to begin with, and the land owner should invest in inputs for a fair 50:50 ratio
of labour and capital.  In cases tenant-farmer is too poor to invest, the land owner purchases inputs and
keeps 75 per cent of the share and the tenant gets 25 per cent. In most of the cases, it is an oral
agreement and no written contract is prepared by either party. The tenants, mostly without formal
education and poor, are thus in a vulnerable position to be exploited by the landlords through various
tactics.

12 Source: PSLM 2008-09
13 Ibid.
14 Source:  Pakistan  Agricultural Census 2000
15 Ibid.
16 Dilawar Khan, An investigation in to the level of under employment in agricultural sector of Peshawar Valley,
2007, Agricultural University Peshawar.



Meager earnings and debt
The majority-- 63.44 per cent-- of the workforce in rural Sindh is engaged in agriculture, fishing and
forestry. Of them, 55.60 per cent work force is listed as unpaid family members and 21.26 per cent
comes under the category of employee (i.e. working on farms as haris or casual farm workers) and 23.14
per cent is self-employed.17 The average monthly wages earned by agricultural workers was reported
officially to be Rs. 4,305.33 in 2008-0918, an income much lower than the national minimum wage
stipulated during that period (Rs.6,000). The average size of the household is 6.97 members and 2.08 of
them are earning members.19 Thus, a family of about 7 persons is surviving on Rs. 8,954.40 which
translates as Rs. 42.82 per person per day, or US$ 0.51 (less than a dollar a day).

The low incomes of agricultural workers, combined with poor access to basic facilities in health and
sanitation, education and physical infrastructure, have led to a high incidence of poverty, particularly
among landless households. Only 9 per cent of the population in Sindh holds a bank account.20 In the
Sindh province, 23 per cent of the agricultural households were reported to be under debt.

5. The Findings: Flood Affected People in the Camps at 4 Locations

i) Pre-flood Indicators
a. Demography

The majority of the respondent, accessed for structured interviews as head of the
households, were male and 81.7 per cent belonged to the ages between 18 to 50 years.
Of them, 90.2 per cent were married and 52 per cent had 4 to 7 family members. Total
population of the 3,000 households was 20,483, indicating average family size of 6.83.

b. Housing and basic amenities
The majority, 83.3 per cent, reported they have own dwelling units. A significant
number, 62 per cent, was living in katcha houses and 77. 4 per cent had just one to two
rooms, indicating very poor status of housing facilities prior to the floods. About 89 per
cent had access to electricity supply while 86 per cent reported availability of water
supply line.

c. Literacy
The illiteracy rate of the respondent IDPs was 67.8 per cent, much higher than the
national average of 54.91 per cent illiteracy but close to 66.81 per cent illiteracy
reported for rural Sindh.21 Only 12.5 per cent reported 5 years of schooling, 7.1 per cent
had completed matriculation or 10 years, and 4 per cent had studied up to 12 years.
Very low level of literacy indicates the magnitude of deprivation in terms of poor, or no
access to educational facilities by the most marginalized groups in rural Sindh—tenants
or haris, small farmers, casual labour and the scheduled caste Hindus, as the IDP
population comprised these groups.

17 Labour Force Survey 2008-09
18 Ibid.
19 Household Integrated Economic Survey 2007-08
20 Rapid Technical Assessment for Damage and Needs for Reconstruction in Housing Sector, Oct 2010, UNHABITAT
and NDMA
21 Pakistan Labour Force Survey 2008-09



d. Livelihood and household income
Relatively high number of IDPs, 48 per cent, reported they earned a living through
manual labour, while a significant 31.7 per cent were engaged in farming. A very small
number, 5 per cent, were employed in offices (government/private) and 8.5 per cent
made a living through petty trade. Almost 50 per cent earned an income between Rs.
4,000 to Rs. 8,000 per month (US$ 48 to 96 per month or $ 1.6 to $3.2 per day), while 17
per cent reported an income below Rs. 4,000. The overwhelming majority of the
household, 85.7 per cent, had only one earner in the family of 7 members.



e. Land ownership and debt prevalence
Only 37 per cent of the IDPs reported that they owned a piece of land while 63 per cent
did not own land. Almost half of those who owned land, or 46.42 per cent, had just 1 to
5 acres of land whereas 40.44 per cent reported landownership of between 6 to 25
acres and 10 per cent had land up to 50 acres.

Of the landless IDPs, 21 per cent worked as haris with different landlords while 30.6 per
cent reported to be engaged in causal labour in different farms. A significant number
39.3 per cent eked out a living through manual labour (i.e. construction, transportation,
blacksmith, shoe-making) while 4 per cent engaged in petty trade or hawking. The
number of daily wage earners was reported to be 42.2 per cent. A very large number of
the flood-affected population, 67 per cent, reported debt (compared to 23 per cent
Sindh households under debt as reported in the Agricultural Census, 2000).



ii) Loss of land and livestock
Of those who own land, 28 per cent reported destruction of 1 to 5 acres of agricultural land, and 25 per
cent suffered loss of 6 to 10 acres of cultivable land. An amount of Rs. 15,000 to 25,000 was needed per
person for clearing the land of debris, leveling and making it cultivable. About 33 per cent of the
respondents reported loss of livestock and of them, the majority, 70 per cent, had lost 1 to 10 cattle
heads (mostly buffalos). About 10 per cent lost their shops and meager merchandise or service tools.

iii) Future livelihood and support expected from the state
With their meager source of livelihood jeopardized in the floods, a significant number expressed their
desire to find a different vocation if possible. Harsh terms and conditions of work they previously
engaged in and a very low and inadequate income they earned were the reasons that compelled 73 per
cent of the IDPs to respond that they would like to engage in vocations other than farming or manual
labour.

When probed about the support they expect from the government, 72.6 per cent gave preference to
receiving financial aid, while 12.6 per cent said access to social security schemes to tide over the difficult
period would have been desirable. Some 10.4 per cent looked for technical assistance to facilitate access
to a better vocation. Only 4.4 per cent said they would like to avail loan from the government.

iv) Disaster Management
On the question of disaster management in the future, a significant number, 46.5 per cent, said they
would like to relocate away from the katcha plains where they lived prior to flooding. They expressed a
desire to shift and settle to secure land, either at town level or district level as they want to avoid
meeting similar fate in future. About 38 per cent of the IDPs wanted state assistance in relocation to a
safer place.

Issues faced by the communities in their home town as articulated in focus group discussions

i) Lack of adequate education and health facilities: The issue to emerge forcefully in focus group
discussions related to poor educational infrastructure and inadequate opportunities for schooling
and skill development. In almost all focus group discussions people voiced their concern and
helplessness at not being able to educate their children. They themselves were mostly illiterate.



Some of the villages were reported to be bereft of even primary school. A large number of villages
have no secondary school and the children were required to commute to another location, forcing
many parents to pull out their children from schools as they could not afford commuting.

People also shared concerns about poor quality of education and irrelevant curriculum in schools.
The flood affected people, mostly men, accused their tribal chiefs for lack of educational facilities in
their villages. “They send their own children to urban centres instead of putting pressure on the
government for adequate facilities in rural areas”.

Some of the IDPs narrated how the school buildings were being used by waderas for their own
purposes. The use of school grounds and buildings by tribal leaders—often involved in tribal
conflicts—make the schools unsafe. The teachers avoid attending to their duties and the school
stops functioning. “The wadera does not want the poor to be educated, because once educated the
peasant will rise up against him”, commented an IDP.

Lack of health facilities was yet another major constraint in the life of the flood affected people.
Most of the people reported they had to commute a long distance to avail health facilities, while
most of the dispensaries and health clinics were without medicines or doctors. “They give us
peracetamol for all ailments and when our condition does not improve they tell us to go to the
district hospital”.

ii) Poverty and vulnerability : The IDPs were suffering from income poverty--deficiencies in material
assets-- and human poverty, or deprivation in capabilities. Denial of access to opportunities to
acquire and hone basic capabilities such as education, health and skills, and lack of access to
resources (i.e. land and credit) and deprivation of public goods (i.e, information and legal rights)
made people extremely vulnerable and reduced their resilience to cope with any disaster.
Deficiencies in capabilities, landlessness and a very low household income have perpetuated the
cycle of poverty, deprivation and disempowerment since the last 64 years— trapping three
generations in subsistence survival since the creation of the country in 1947.

The percentage of poor and vulnerable rural population is higher than captured in the country
profile by the UNDP global report. The report ranks Pakistan as 125th out of 169 countries on
Multidimensional Poverty Index and estimates 54 per cent of Pakistan’s population to be under
intense multi-dimensional deprivation, and a further 11.8 per cent at risk of multi-dimensional
deprivation.22 The Multidimensional Poverty Index identifies serious overlapping deprivations in
health, education and income at the household level.

iii) Caste divisions: The rural Sindh is riddled with social stratification. Hundreds of castes, or zaat,
based on occupation, endogamy or tribal affiliation, exist among Muslim Sindhis and Baloch living in
various districts of Sindh province. In the mid nineteenth century, 281 major castes of Sindhis and 79
of Baloch were identified in the area.23 Some castes are considered superior, while others are
labeled inferior. Among the Hindus, the majority belongs to one or the other of the 32 castes
declared as scheduled caste by the government of Pakistan.

22 The Real Wealth of Nations: Pathways to Human Development, Human Development Report 2010, UNDP

23 Burton, R.F., Sindh and the Races that Inhabit the Valley of Indus, 1851, London, reprint 1992.



In focus group discussions, the IDPs shared narratives of lives lived in separate boundaries or paras by
each caste whose members do not intermingle and women are not allowed to enter the para of a
different caste. Marriages across castes are not allowed but nowadays “…these are taking place among
rich people in the villages”, said one of the IDPs.

iv) Tribal conflicts: Many flood affected people, particularly of Shikarpur, Jacobabad and Kashmore
districts shared stories of how tribal conflicts, vendettas and killing of innocent people of the
warring clans have impacted their life. “Everything closes down in the village. There is no activity but
a reign of fear that lasts for months. It becomes impossible to make a living. Many people just leave
the area to survive”, it was reported.

The conflicts emanate from property disputes, theft of livestock, whimsical allegations or relate to false
cases of karo-kari. The tribal chiefs, or feudal lords, are mostly members of the provincial assembly or
linked to political parties. They use their political clout or show of power, displaying weapons, to
terrorize the poor peasantry of the warring tribes who often have nothing to do with the conflict.
Thousand of people are murdered in tribal clashes. It is seldom that the tribal chiefs’ names are
registered by the police in the first information report. In rare cases when the landlords are incriminated
by an honest police official, the warring tribal chiefs get together and use their collective clout to
transfer that person.

“There is no peace and we are tired of this situation. It has destroyed us economically and
psychologically as we live in a constant state of anxiety and fear”, one of the men from Shikarpur said.
Tribal conflict came out as one of the main reasons the poorer among the flood affected people for
deciding to settle in the city and “…never go back to the accursed place”.

Religious extremism and sectarian conflict was not identified as an issue and when probed, one of the
IDPs explicitly said extremism does not exist and by and large people in rural Sindh are attached to sufis
and saints.

v) Exploitation by landlords: A number of flood affected people reported a life marred by high
handedness and exploitation by land lords. “The influential landlords and tribal chieftains deprive us
poor of even the zakat money”, said one man. There were incidents of the powerful persons in the
village ordering the peasants to hand over their national identity cards “…to access government
benefits on our behalf”.

The IDPs told of the complex wadera-dacoit-police nexus that works against them. The state
institutions are ineffective and totally under the influence of waderas. The share croppers are
cheated and deprived of their due share from the crops. “The revenue department officials and the
court officials, all side with the rich. There is no recourse to justice for the poor”.

vi) Gender violence/subjugation/vulnerability: Focus group discussions (all female) indicated a high
prevalence of gender discrimination and an entrenched patriarchal belief system in the home
districts of the IDPs. A woman is considered a ‘lesser creature’ who has no need to access
opportunities since her life and her future is determined by her male custodians. The only aspect
considered important—worthy to be guarded by her guardians—is her sexuality and sexual
demeanor as perceived by the men of the family. In a focus group discussion (all male), the men



categorically said they would not allow ‘their women’ to set foot outside the camp compound to
avail the opportunities of skill training, job or education in the city.

Women reported incidents of fights and conflicts between families, abuse, threats and reprisal on
allegations of misdemeanor (i.e. smiling to a male stranger, talking to a male cousin, phoning to a
friend). Violence was perpetuated as punishment for ‘dishonouring the family’. The concept of karo-kari
is pervasive in the districts of Shikarpur and Jacobabad and both women and men are murdered on the
slightest pretext without impunity. Beating of young women on suspect of illicit relations, or friendship
with boys was reported. “In my village a brother killed the fiancé of his sister because he smiled at her
and tried to talk to her!”

The males of the family were reported to be against girls’ pursuit of secondary education. “My uncle
stopped me from appearing in the matriculation exams. I had to leave school after nine years of
schooling”, a young woman said. Denial of opportunities and choices for living characterize the life of
women in rural Sindh.

vii) Reproductive health and hygiene issues of women: One of the key gender concerns that emerged
in focus group discussions related to reproductive health. A number of women shared that they do
not use anything during their menstrual cycle. “We don’t even have old rags to use and just manage
with dark-coloured shalwar”. Majority use old cotton cloth pieces which they wash and re-use. “We
can’t put them to dry in the sun if the men of the family are in the house. Only when they leave, that
we hang these out on a string”, shared the young women. Several young girls said that when the
NGOs distributed sanitary napkins in the camp, many women threw them aside because they did
not know what it was.

Several young women reported irregular menstrual cycle and/or dysmenoria. “But till we are married
we cannot go to a lady doctor because if people come to know that an unmarried girl has consulted a
gynecologist, they think  she has illicit relations with some man and the family, particularly men of the
family, do not allow this to happen”, a woman said.

viii)Social capital deficit: disputes, distrust and deceit: The focus group discussions brought out
narratives of turmoil and distrust at micro level in rural society, indicating a weakening of those
collective human values that sustain a community and help it flourish. Lack of good will and
empathy for fellow beings, and exploitation of the weaker members characterize the contemporary
rural society. Absence of social cohesion and connectedness is also evident in total usurpation of
traditional community institutions and gross misuse of state institutions by the powerful. The
magnitude and scale of human sufferings indicate a rapid disintegration of social fabric.

It appeared that disputes related to property and other matters aggravate hardships of economically
deprived people who are left with no recourse but to accept passively what is happening to them. The
flood-affected people, mostly women, narrated incidences where brother-in-laws or uncles asked
women to hand over the property papers after death of their husbands, occupied the houses and
forcibly evicted the women and children who then ended up living with their brothers. In one incident, a
young woman said, “My paternal uncle occupied our house and took the papers from my mother. He
said ‘I have 5 sons and you have 5 daughters. Now you don’t have to worry’”. He did not wed any of his
sons with the girls.



One of the women narrated how a family wrongfully incriminated her brother in a child kidnapping case
and he was arrested by the police. Those were agonizing days for the family as the brother lost his
livelihood in the process. Fortunately the kidnapped child was recovered from the criminals and the
police let go of her brother.

In group discussions, the IDPs narrated incidents where people who have some education and are
considered smart, duped and abused illiterate and poor people of the village. First they get hold of NICs
of vulnerable people on one pretext or the other and then, “…they accessed bank loans on our NICs.
One day, out of the blue we are served notice by the bank to repay the loan that we never took!” A
farmer shared when he went to access agricultural loan, he was told by the bank that a loan on his name
had already been taken and installments are coming in and thus he cannot access another loan!

ix) Disintegration of democratic institutions and prevalence of elite-driven customary judiciary: A
recurrent theme in group discussions was the use of jirga to settle not only civil disputes but all
types of criminal offences. Jirga as a system of dispute resolution was made illegal by the
government through repeal of a 1963 legislative piece but its prevalence continued. A ban was put
on its use in 2004 in Sindh but in flagrant violation of the rule of the law, jirga holding has continued.

“Every month, there are many jigras taking place at several places. Every wadera holds its own jirga,
some do it weekly, others call it whenever the occasion demands. Jirga system is against the poor:
through this mechanism the wadera maintains his power, his absolute hold over us people. We do not
want the jirga system but we are helpless,” shared a villager. “In jirga, the wadera handles all types of
issues—property, honour, debt, murders. The wadera imposes jurmana (fine) on every offence. In
Jacobabad, a murder is fined with Rs. 400,000. You can murder as many people as you want, if you have
the money to pay to the victim’s family,” narrated an IDP. The jirga does not keep any record, according
to the IDPs, hence there is no questioning, no re-opening of the case.

As told by the IDPs, the court is subservient to wadera and his jirga has powers as legislature, judiciary
and executive authority and it go unchallenged by the courts which are almost dysfunctional in rural
areas. If a peasant goes to a thana, the police refuses to register the first information report and tells
him that the matter will be handled by the jirga. “The police serve as a dallal (pimp) of the wadera. The
judge sells himself for Rs. 500. In fact, every one in the government departments, be it tappaydar,
subaydar, DPO, acts as pimp for the wadera. In case they refuse to obey the wadera, they are sacked or
transferred’’, shared a member in the group discussion.

x) Marginalization of minorities and scheduled caste: In focus group discussions carried out in a
couple of camps it emerged that Hindu scheduled castes were living a life of extreme
marginalization prior to floods in Thatta district. Members of dalit/scheduled caste communities
were living in caste-based villages earning a meager living, Rs. 150 – 200 per day and feeding a
family of about 8 members through shoe making, tailoring or share cropping. Some of them
reported their villages did not have schools and they could not send their children to schools in
nearby villages due to social discrimination that exist against them.

Dalit communities, as narrated by several in the discussions, suffered discrimination in the relief
phase too. Several NGOs involved in relief work denied support to these communities and often the
Hindu dalit IDPs had to move to special camps exclusively set up for them by particular NGOs and
human rights activists.



7. Conclusion and Recommendations:

The survey of 3000 of the flood affected population and focus group discussions established that the
IDPs, prior to the floods and subsequent dislocation, were living a life of extreme deprivation. The
majority, 68 per cent, never had any schooling and only 13 per cent accessed school for just five years.
Sixty-two (62) per cent lived in shelters made of mud, wood and bamboo, in the flood plains (katcha)
and did not own residential land entitlement deeds or ownership certificate. Bereft of education and in
vulnerable health, the majority barely eke out a living for their large families through farming, as share
croppers and tenants, and manual labour as they do not own any land to cultivate. A large number of
the households are under debt, taken from landlords or money lenders.

The most vulnerable, the study reveals, are women and the scheduled caste Hindu (dalit) minority.
Illiteracy is higher among women and secondary level schooling is denied to them on prejudicial
grounds. Women are deprived of access to reproductive healthcare due to a distorted and repressive
belief system linked to woman’s sexuality and gender relations. Most of the castes/tribes residing in the
districts (i.e., Shikarpur, Kashmore, Jacobabad) the IDPs belong to, have a deeply embedded patriarchal
system that relegate woman to the status of a weak and inferior being, a sexually vulnerable species
who must be guarded, locked inside the four walls and protected from exposure of the public domain.
The damaging concept of ‘honour’ of the family/tribe has its ramification in higher incidence of karo-kari
murders in these districts.

The flood affected people, the rural populace of the province of Sindh, live in a society sharply divided
along class (wadera/hari), caste, ethnicity and gender. A near total absence of democratic institutions is
reported by the flood affected persons as all institutions (judiciary, state departments) and the public
sector assets have been rendered dysfunctional, or are out of approach of common peasantry, due to
the control of the wadera and the rural elite indicating social orders—structures, institutions and
practices—that exclude the majority of the people from the benefits.

Economic insecurity and social deprivation is topped by psychological stress, fear of life and anxiety of
exploitation as tribal conflicts among chieftains and landlords continue to take its toll on the innocent
and hapless peasantry. The worst fallout of all this turbulence and decadence is the loss of trust of
people amongst themselves and for each other. Social values of empathy, sharing and collective struggle
have eroded from society, substituted by a narrow-focused, inward looking individualism.

Would the scenario change for the flood affected people once they return to home districts and rebuild
their lives and livelihoods through aid, charity and short-term projects implemented by the state, NGOs
and philanthropists?

The Case for Structural Reforms

The probability is high that the flood affected population would sink deeper in poverty, for their
resilience is greatly reduced: they have lost the meager assets; the external factors remain the same and
the aid they received is inadequate. According to an estimate it would take ten years to rebuild the
physical and social infrastructure washed away in floods, and bring the affected population back to the
level of pre-flood existence. Unless structural changes are initiated and an institutional framework for
inclusive growth and development is established at macro and micro levels, the lives of the flood
affected people would remain deprived and mired in issues despite efforts for rehabilitation, rebuilding
and reconstruction.



At this juncture, when the grossly inequitable system has been exposed to its roots through a natural
disaster, it is pertinent to right a historical wrong perpetuated on the rural citizenry and ensure their
access to the mainstream development. This can be achieved through a ‘…change in Pakistan’s
economic policy paradigm for achieving economic democracy in order to provide economic citizenship to
all of the people rather than a few.’24

It is argued that parallel to on-going specific early recovery, rehabilitation and reconstruction activities
undertaken by the state, the civil society and international humanitarian agencies, the country needs to
embark on structural reforms. The civil society can play an effective role in advocating for a reform
agenda with an objective to bring about a meaningful change in the lives and livelihoods of the flood
affected people. Following are specific areas that require structural changes:

Land reforms: The most crucial factor that has perpetuated poverty and deprivation in rural Pakistan is
skewed landholdings. Large landholdings of 100 acres and above-- totaling to 5.84 million acres of
land25-- are concentrated in less than one percent of total number of the farms26, owned by few
landlords who sit in the parliament and resist land reforms. Half-hearted attempts (1959, 1972) at land
reforms have failed, and the landlords continue to hold immense power over peasants, policy makers
and the military.  Agricultural is not listed as an industry on the behest of the landlords who continue to
accumulate wealth outside the taxation system.

It is essential that this unjust distribution of land is done away with. There are 4.97 million acres of
private farm area (of farms below 25 acres) cultivated solely by tenants.27 ‘It is this acreage that would
need to pass into peasant ownership for a genuine land reform to occur’.28 This single factor,
concentration of land in the hands of few, particularly in Sindh where land distribution is the most
skewed, is the major cause of distorted social order and exploitative social relations.

Universal education: Deprivation of the most basic human right—right to education-- is strongly
associated with both economic and human poverty. With lesser access to opportunities for quality
education, rural population is not able to derive benefits from productive labour market and
technological advancement. Only 33 per cent of the rural Sindh population has completed primary
schooling.29 Sindh is the province where the largest number (12.5 per cent) of dysfunctional schools is
reported in the National Education Census. This corroborates with the IDPs sharing that many schools
buildings are appropriated by landlords. In addition to inadequate educational infrastructure in rural
areas, it is poor content (quality and relevance) of education that has done the harm.

The deepest malaise in the national education system is its dichotomy into school (secular education)
and madarsa (religious education), and further division within the school system in to government and
private, English medium and Urdu medium. Private schools are further split into those catering for very
rich, middle-class and lower-middle class. It is only through radical structural reforms that a uniform

24 Report of the Panel of Economists 2010
25 Source:  Pakistan  Agricultural Census 2000
26 Ibid.
27 Agricultural Census 2000.
28 Report of the Panel of Economists 2010 on Medium-Term Development Imperatives and Strategy for Pakistan,
Planning Commission, Govt. of Pakistan, April 2010.
29 PSLM 2007-08



system of universal education of good quality and relevance to present day realities can be realized and
its access to rural population ensured. It is recommended that the current allocation of 2 per cent of the
GDP to education is raised to 5 per cent.

Gender equity and gender mainstreaming: Yet another most crucial aspect that needs radical policy
initiatives relates to gender equity. A relationship of domination and subordination between men and
women-- maintained through a strict sexual division of labour and demarcation of space into private and
public domains—has been the most severe hurdle to equitable and sustainable development. Restricted
mobility and limited access to opportunities, i.e. education, health and skills, to half of the country’s
population have had severe impact on the entire society. Pakistan’s female labour force participation
rate is the lowest in South Asia. With lesser access to opportunities for quality education, women are
unable to derive benefits from productive labour market and from technological advancement.
Women’s poor access to reproductive healthcare is evident in a high maternal mortality ratio (320
deaths per 100,000), a very low-- 39 per cent--births attended by skilled health personnel, and even
lower--29.6 per cent--contraceptive prevalence rate.30

For gender mainstreaming a multi-dimensional approach is crucial. Foremost are allocative and
administrative measures, i.e. allocating enhanced budgetary shares to women’s education and health,
and ensuring women’s induction and placement in rural social infrastructure. Equally crucial is gradual
re-moulding of social norms and the belief system through reform in educational system and
educational content ridding it of sexual stereotyping. Positive discrimination programmes (i.e. cash/land
transfer), special incentives and special legislation to ensure women’s civil and work-related rights must
be an integral part of the national strategy.

Residential land security: Residential insecurity in rural areas has been indentified by economists as a
contributing factor to vulnerability, loss of control and a relationship of dependence and often of
bondage between hari and the landlord.31 Currently, the land management, including katcha land
management (where most of the flood affected persons were residing) and tenure systems, policies and
legislation that help achieve adequate shelter and security of tenure to rural population are either
obsolete, in shambles or in many instances, do not exist. Agrarian and non-agrarian land in rural areas is
managed through dysfunctional systems operated by patwaris, tehsildars, tapedars and mukhtiarkar.
The Registration Act 1908 does not register titles but only documents. The Land Acquisition Act 1894
does not cover resettlement, relocation, loss of livelihood, or the rights of affected persons without a
land title or those with usufruct rights. The absence of a secure system of land title management has
impacted the peasants, tenants, wage workers and small farmers who live in settlements closer to the
agricultural lands. Though the villagers have had the abodes on the land for the last many years, or since
several generations, the villages are not registered and the villagers have no sanad or lease documents
to prove ownership of the houses or hutments. The obsolete land record management systems and the
peasants’ vulnerable position (low literacy, lower status) deprive them of the access to registration and
documentation process. In most of the cases, land belongs to the state. The local landlords often in their
greed to acquire more land, in collusion with the Revenue Department, forcibly and illegally evict the
tenants. There is urgent need that residential land record management system is streamlined,
unregistered villages are registered and the flood affected people given land entitlement deeds or
certificates during the reconstruction phase.

30 Human Development Report 2010, UNDP
31 Report of the Panel of Economist 2010



Livelihood security through institutional initiatives for agriculture, livestock, agri-based enterprises
and the fisheries growth: Besides ownership of land for cultivation, sustainable and secure livelihoods
for rural citizenry require institutional initiatives to ensure access to inputs, skills, credit and technology.
The most inclusive, participatory and equitable institutions at local level can be farmers, or producers,
cooperatives, or jointly owned commercial enterprises that are run for the benefit of its owners. Though
Pakistan does not have a history of cooperatives but it is never too late to make a beginning through
experience sharing from the successful cooperative movement across the border in India that boasts of
5.5 million cooperatives run by 230 million members.32 The Planning Commission in its report has
recommended sponsoring the Small Farmer Development Corporation owned and controlled by farmers
who own less than 25 acres of land. 33 It is recommended that the proposed scheme be transformed as
the Small Farmer Development Cooperative and launched by the government of Sindh during the
reconstruction phase. This is the most opportune moment for a supportive climate for the development
of cooperatives as democratic and autonomous enterprises in rural areas.

32 Sanjay Kumar Verma, National Cooperative Union of India,New Sector Magazine, Issue No 61, April-May 2004
Report of the Panel of Economist 2010

33 Report of the Panel of Economist 2010


